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Abstract. Thermal cook-off experiments were carried out using LX-04 explosive (85% HMX and 15% Viton by weight) with different levels of confinement to characterize the effect of confinement on the reaction violence. These experiments involved heating a porous LX-04 sample in a stainless steel container with varying container end plate thickness and assembly bolt diameter to control overall confinement. As expected, detonation did not occur and reducing the overall confinement lowered the reaction violence. This is consistent with modeling results that predict that a lower confinement will act to lower the cook-off pressure and thus the overall burn rate which lowers the overall violence. These results suggest that controlling the overall system confinement can modify the relative safety in a given scenario.

INTRODUCTION

Energetic materials can react violently when heated, resulting in a thermal explosion, or commonly called “cook-off.” This situation generally poses two hazards, the initial thermal explosion event and any resulting fragments that may initiate a reaction in any adjacent energetic materials in close proximity. A better understanding is needed for safe handling, transportation, and storage of explosive devices. Experiments that measure the violence with energetic materials of known size, confinement, and heating rate are used to measure the relative safety of different scenarios and also calibrate computer models. These computer models can then be utilized to run a number of scenarios that are not as easily tested. In this work, the confinement of a previous experiment is reduced by two levels and tested to observe the effects of confinement changes and are referred to as the Thermal E XPlosion Test (TEXT). These two additional experiments are compared with each other and the initial experiment.

Often times, thermal explosion events are generalized into “fast cook-off” or those occurring in minutes to a few hours and “slow cook-off” or those occurring over many hours or days. The experiments discussed here use a relatively quick heating rate of ~5.7°C/min until 170°C, then 1°C/min until explosion which means the experiment will take place over a few hours (i.e. “fast cook-off”). Comparing these tests to experiments with slow heating rates of ~1°C/hour [1], which translates to experiments
occurring over a few days can reveal different results. The combined results of these two extremes help understand the effect on heating rate. Modeling of these “fast” and “slow” cook-off examples will aid in understanding how heating rates affect the overall violence.

The assembled experiments were placed inside a large steel expendable cylinder before firing to protect the firing chamber walls.

Several experiments have been previously performed with LX-04 explosives in this same series. Experiments TEXT VIII and TEXT IX [2] in addition to TEXT X [3] were detailed in prior publications and will not be fully described here, but will be referred to in the following sections for comparison and discussion. Extensive details about a prior series on PBX9501 are also indicated more specifically elsewhere [4].

**RESULTS/DISCUSSION**

The donor assembly in TEXT XI and XII cooked off as expected at a 232°C heater temperature (216°C exterior temperature) and 244°C heater temperature (227°C exterior temperature), respectively. The higher temperature recorded in TEXT XII is attributed to release of pressure in the donor as the thin cover plates buckled due to pressure buildup allowing gases to escape. The thermocouple outputs recorded for TEXT XII are included in Figure 2 for reference.

In TEXT XI, the cook-off was not violent enough to trigger the scopes from the pin signals so a velocity was not measured. In

---

**FIGURE 1.** Diagram of the assembly for TEXT XI and TEXT XII experiments.

**FIGURE 2.** Thermocouple outputs recorded for experiment TEXT XII.
TEXT XII, the thin plates deformed instead of breaking the bolts and throwing a plate. The violence was found to decrease with decreasing confinement. The assembly hardware used and cook-off temperatures as discussed above are shown in Table I for reference. Prior TEXT experiments had 12 mm thick top and bottom plates with a 3 mm thick copper sealing plate attached by 9.5 mm diameter Grade 8 assembly bolts. The follow up tests used 6 and 3 mm thick plates with 1.5 mm thick copper sealing plates for TEXT XI and TEXT XII respectively, both with 6.4 mm diameter bolts.

**TABLE I.** Assembly bolt diameter, cover plate thickness, and temperatures near the heaters and on donor exterior for LX-04 TEXT experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXPT</th>
<th>BOLT DIA.</th>
<th>COVER THICKNESS</th>
<th>TEMP. AT COOKOFF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TEXT X</td>
<td>9.5 mm</td>
<td>12 mm</td>
<td>-223 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEXT XII</td>
<td>6.4 mm</td>
<td>6 mm</td>
<td>216 / 232 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEXT XII</td>
<td>6.4 mm</td>
<td>3 mm</td>
<td>227 / 244 °C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Photographs showing the before and after images of experiments TEXT XI and XII are shown in Figures 3 and 4. The charring seen in Figure 3 (b) is the result of the acrylic base holding the experiment catching on fire shortly after the experiment which makes it look more violent than actuality. The fact that the plate impact did not trigger the adjacent pins below or the acceptor pin array 100 mm above, seems to reveal a rather low plate velocity and thus lower violence. This is backed up by the standard video (images not shown due to graininess) where the cook-off event could be discerned even at the low frame rate of approximately 1 frame per second. In TEXT XII, the reason for the pins not triggering is obvious due to the plates becoming bulged and venting high-pressure gases and not resulting in a flying plate.
These results are consistent with the previous LX-04 cook-off experiments. TEXT VIII had a full density donor during cook-off and did not have significant violence to even blow off the donor charge cover plates. This was the reason for going to the porous donor in TEXT IX, which sent a ramp wave into the Teflon acceptor in contact with donor top plate with peak pressures of 0.8 GPa and a decaying ramp wave. The porosity plays an essential part in allowing the LX-04 to accumulate appreciable violence during thermal explosion.

In TEXT X, a porous LX-04 donor assembly was cooked off and the assembly plate was accelerated into a nearby heated (100°C) acceptor at a 10 cm standoff with a final velocity of 350 m/s. The carbon resistor pressure gauge results (without temperature corrections) showed ramp waves with peak pressures of 0.7 GPa and rise times of ~2µs. The ramp pressure wave decays very rapidly (i.e. does not build to detonation) as it moves through the acceptor charge and the rise times become more dispersed.

Modeling was performed in the prior TEXT experiments on the Donor cook-off and the modeling parameters were adjusted to obtain the correct measured Donor plate velocity. Because a measured plate velocity was not obtained in these experiments, this modeling was not performed. However, the modeling appears to agree with the result of a lower violence because it predicted that a slower burn rate would result in a lower pressure inside the Donor, and thus a lower overall violence (i.e. lower plate velocity).

SUMMARY

Two experiments, TEXT XI and XII, involving cook-off of a confined porous LX-04 explosive were performed with decreasing confinement from a prior test (TEXT X). In TEXT XI, the cook-off was not violent enough to trigger the scopes from the pin signals so a velocity was not measured. In TEXT XII, the thin plates deformed instead of breaking the bolts and throwing a plate. These results showed that the violence was found to decrease with decreasing confinement. The prior modeling performed agrees with this result since it predicted that with lower confinement, the burn rate observed and thus pressure pushing the donor confinement plates is less resulting in a reduced violence.
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